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Welcome to MetaX
A realistic meta universe,
a sci-fi epic and an intergalactic legend…
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Inspiration
Inspiration
This is your territory, you were born to be the king of the world ...
This is your territory, you were born to be the king of the world ...

The galaxy seemed to be an oval halo, re ected in the depths of
The galaxy seemed to be an oval halo, re ected in the depths of
the ice-blue pupils of his eyes. His steely face looked even more
the ice-blue pupils of his eyes. His steely face looked even more
stark and deep in the light's re ection. He shook his head for a
stark and deep in the light's re ection. He shook his head for a
long time and said, "I don't think so ...The universe is indeed vast
long time and said, "I don't think so ...The universe is indeed vast
and magni cent, and mankind is but a drop in its ocean, but for
and magni cent, and mankind is but a drop in its ocean, but for
mankind itself, race, war and peace, the life and death and love
mankind itself, race, war and peace, the life and death and love
and hate of individual individuals, are things to be explored and
and hate of individual individuals, are things to be explored and
pursued with a lifetime of dedication. The meaning is not much
pursued with a lifetime of dedication. The meaning is not much
less than that of this magni cent universe
less than that of this magni cent universe

"...... Humans live like may ies in this vast space, but the life we
"...... Humans live like may ies in this vast space, but the life we
have, like the rise and fall of the entire universe, is nothing more
have, like the rise and fall of the entire universe, is nothing more
than a process from life to death. From this point of view, what is
than a process from life to death. From this point of view, what is
the effort made by humans today to survive compared to the
the effort made by humans today to survive compared to the
continuity of the entire universe?" As if it were a great joke of time
continuity of the entire universe?" As if it were a great joke of time
and space, and as if fate were playing a malicious trick.
and space, and as if fate were playing a malicious trick.

MetaX is inspired by the magni cent interstellar colonisa on
movement described in "Galaxy Empire",where mankind has landed on
the desolate planets and swept the galaxy into a long era of interstellar
3
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warfare un l the en re galaxy was united.

A vast empire rises to rule over 25 million populated planets, spanning
100,000 light years and coun ng trillions of people - the Galac c
Empire.

The Dark Ages are upon us, with assassina ons and conspiracy
theories. Several forces check each other and the Empire is corrupt and
des ned to fall apart.
MetaX is inspired by the magni cent interstellar colonisa on movement
Where there
are riots,
there is resistance.
breakon
the
dark
described
in "Galaxy
Empire",where
mankindHow
has to
landed
thelong
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night and
thegalaxy
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freedom?
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ng trillionsTo
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new base in the galaxy. They complete one foreign
people
expansion a er another through diplomacy and military.
The Dark Ages are upon us, with assassina ons and conspiracy theories.
Several forces check each other and the Empire is corrupt and des ned
to fall apart.

Where there are riots, there is resistance. How to break the long dark
night and welcome the light of freedom? Un l one day ...... somewhere
deep in the galaxy, a sound rings out across the galaxy and MetaX
appears, a group of peace-loving and freedom-loving aspirants. To
survive, they built a new base in the galaxy. They complete one foreign
expansion a er another through diplomacy and military.
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Let our MetaX players start a new
chapter of the Empire of the Galaxy!
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MetaX game background

Game coins and equipment in tradi onal games depreciate quickly and
are illiquid. However, the game rewards
MetaX
game background

in blockchain games are

cryptocurrencies (fully decentralised, secure and anonymous, low
transac on costs, and e cient). Blockchain games are based on a
decentralised consensus mechanism and a shared value system, which
Game coins and equipment in tradi onal games depreciate quickly and
can enhance the liquidity of game assets and establish a good
are illiquid. However, the game rewards in blockchain games are
ecosystem.
cryptocurrencies (fully decentralised, secure and anonymous, low
transac on costs, and e cient). Blockchain games are based on a
The MetaX team
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experience
in game
development
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decentralised
consensus
mechanism
and a shared
value
system, which
operaenhance
on. They
analysed
the problems
tradi onala game
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thehave
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of game
assets andof establish
good
pla orms and exis ng blockchain games. Below are some common
ecosystem.
issues:
The MetaX team has extensive experience in game development and
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and storage
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ng blockchain
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Under the guise of the Metaverse, it is actually a pure mining game with
issues:
low security and vulnerable to a ack.
1. Semi-decentralised management and storage of assets are easily to be
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ecosystem.

3. Tradi onal game data is not open to public, not transparent and not
fair, which seriously a ects game playability and fairness, and lacks
su cient incen ve. The lack of transparency will con nue to a ect
the opera on of the game and can lead to fraud.

4.The problem of game asset liquidity. Most of the blockchain games
lack a long-term healthy economic model and market circula on
becomes a problem. Users are unable to obtain real-world rewards
through par cipa on and contribu on.

5. Most blockchain games have very poor graphics or the gameplay is
far from PC gaming . This seriously a ects GameFi narra ve.

6.The gameplay is monotonous, in-game buying and selling land,
sandbox play, building itemer es and buildings…

2. Lack of real ownership and scarcity, which reduces the mo va on of
players to invest me and e ort in the game. This does not provide a real
and e ec ve and low-cost promo on of a win-win ecological
community, which restricts the opera
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3. Tradi onal game data is not open to public, not transparent and not

Future trends in blockchain gaming
The role in blockchain game is NFT token. The major characteris cs of
the blockchain, immutability and decentralisa on, can just give players
and the market the opportunity to play a truly fair game. This prevents
players from having their game accounts stolen and protects their
assets. At the same me, blockchain game has a DAO organisa on. The
right to how the game develops is handed over to the players to vote
and manage by themselves. This eliminates the tradi onal game
manufacturers to tamper with the rules of the game in order to protect
their own assets and bans the tradi onal game token issuer to issue
token without limita on or restric on.
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Important carrier
DeFi drives the development of DAO
DAO（Decentralised Autonomous Organisa on),is a community that
interacts around hardcoded rules encoded in the blockchain. Its
greatest strength is its global, permissionless nature. The core rules and
governance of DAO are handled by smart contracts, which align the
interests of par cipants and jointly achieve organisa onal goals.

DAO has several characteris cs: informa on transparency, token
incen ves, open source, community autonomy, ownership by the
community, and freedom. Compared with tradi onal organisa onal
forms, DAO are more secure and stable because no one can control the
en re organisa on. Because the DAO runs on permissionless
decentralised blockchain technology, it is able to remain autonomous
without external interference.

DAO seek to decentralise governance and move from team-led to
community-led because of the builder's protocol. While s ll having
built-in incen ves to reward core contributors and users of the
protocol.
The team achieves
decentralised
decision execu on through
DAO
accelerates
metaverse
development
measures such as token incen ves to par cipate, promote the
development
of protocols,
project innova
on and fair
DAO
is an organisa
on that ts achieve
into the Metaverse.
DAO guarantees
the
compe form
on. The team leaves the vo ng, social networking, and
orderly
community autonomy rights to the community.
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DAO accelerates metaverse development

DAO is an organisa on that ts into the Metaverse. DAO guarantees the
orderly formula on and implementa on of rules, both of which are the
cornerstones of the metaverse system. The combina on of DAO and
the Metaverse became inevitable. DAO is the most important
organisa onal form in the blockchain world. Any Internet user can
easily join a DAO for global communica on and collabora on. At the
same

me, users can also par cipate in the governance of the

organisa on by holding tokens.

With the rapid development of GameFi's metaverse, DAO enhances
consensus for MetaX, incen vises players to contribute liquidity to the
project, and increases par cipa on. At the same

me players

contribute to the DAO in that players create value through their
par cipa on and add value to the DAO.

NFT lays the founda on for the development of the game industry

A er years of development, NFT has formed applica on scenarios such
as game equipment, digital art, event

ckets, domain names,

collec bles, encrypted artwork and even physical assets. A common
feature of these scenarios is that valuable things are irreplaceable. The
rise of NFT is actually a sign of the applica on and adop on of
blockchain technology. This marks that blockchain technology is no
longer a means of pro t-making out of life, but a technological force
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The nal form of the metaverse is the parallel space of reality and
virtuality. How to realise virtual transforma on into reality in this
parallel space requires NFT to facilitate it. Through the record and
transac on of NFT on the blockchain, to ensure that your game assets
are real assets. When the currency of the virtual space and the
currency of the real space need to be converted, then the
cryptocurrency of the game appears. Blockchain games are not
necessarily the metaverse, but blockchain games are an inseparable
part of the metaverse.

NFT, Metaverse, and DAO are new areas of the future game industry.
Blockchain game play is the new economy of the future game system.
MetaX can combine Game , NFT, and DAO. In a completely free and
open game world, players can connect digital assets and real assets in a
decentralised virtual world while par cipa ng in MetaX game
adventures. Therefore, users can really par cipate and enjoy the Play to
Earn (P2E) .
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MetaX project overview
MetaX is based on the grand universe and highly integrates elements
such as Metaverse, Game , DAO, NFT, etc., to present to players a
freely developed universe. Each player can explore various unexplored
planets through the wormhole engine across the galaxies. Players can
colonise planetary territories, engage in interstellar wars, and own NFT
equipment . This will be the Meta utopia for players!
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MetaX game ecosystem
When the sound of the engine is heard again in this in nite deep space,
this is you hear the past and the future;
When looking up at this never-before-seen starry sky, countless players
are exploring and colonising new galaxies;
Unlimited game possibili es, an epic ba le;

Come and change the ba le pa ern of the MetaX world together and
travel freely in this virtual game world.

MetaX connects gaming with blockchain technology. Players can not
only gain income through the game, but also have more mo va on and
con dence to hold the game token, forming a virtuous income cycle.

MetaX's concept of "freedom and openness" always runs through the
en re game ecosystem. The game has a variety of gameplays to meet
the needs of various players, allowing users to experience the game
while improving the player's sense of par cipa on and achievement.
For example, players can obtain token through games such as "energy
system, ba le system, item system, lord system, and guild system". In
the 'free and open' mode, players can establish an orderly game
ecosystem.
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If players want to be more powerful, they must own more X1 token. If
you want to win the game, you must have excellent equipment to
expand your territory for more pro ts. In the later stage, as more and
more players enter the MetaX ecosystem, more X1 token is needed to
par cipate in Interstellar games. Relying on this unique economic
system, users' demand for X1 token increases and its corresponding
value con nues to grow. This is the economic model of X1 token.

The asset X1 token in the game is an incen ve for players as a ba le or
adventure mode. X1 token can be used to purchase items and
equipment, and it can also allow players to par cipate in the
governance of game development plans.

From the perspec ve of value, MetaX is completely decentralised, and
the game is completely open and transparent. Its nodes are sca ered
all over the world and are rewarded to users in the form of games. It
enables all those who par cipate in the growth contribu on to bene t
and create more possibili es.

From a technical perspec ve, MetaX encourages users to par cipate in
the future development of the game, overall strategy, rule formula on,
and community governance through an incen ve mechanism. This can
ensure the security, fairness and impar ality of the rights and interests
of players.

With the maturity of the blockchain, the current blockchain game has
entered a golden age. MetaX has nally started its journey…
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High freedom gameplay
MetaX energy system
Characters entering the game are born on a planet (such as the earth).
But in order to get more energy (rewards), it is necessary to go to other
galaxies. Each teleporta on consumes gas fees, and the farther the
planet gets, the higher the energy. For example, the gravity engine in
the items can perfectly break through this limita on.

MetaX combat system
I'm thinking...a planet is only insigni cant in the galaxy. The galaxy is so
majes c, but in the en re universe, it is just a ny and ne dust... The
ba le you and I are preparing for today seems to be about the survival
of life in the galaxy. But for the vast universe that has been living for
hundreds of millions of years, no ma er what the outcome of this
ba le is, it is just an episode in a corner.
In the ba le system scene, players can build equipment to par cipate
in the ba le, or resist foreign aggression, or they can a ack each other
to grab each other's rewards. If you are not strong enough, you may be
defeated by the behemoth players on the ba le eld. When the
aggressor's a ack power is greater than the defence power of other
players, it may be a acked (note that only players on the same planet
can be a acked). Among them, the defeated player will automa cally
return to the birth planet a er being a acked. The player's income
starts from 0 and accumulates gradually, rather than appearing directly.
Although the ba le is brutal, in this virtual game world, each player has
his own mission and lo y beliefs.
15
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- In this MetaX universe, I am the king, fearless.

MetaX equipment system

The search for the history of human civilisa on can never bypass the
history of war, and the same is true for games. In MetaX, every
shocking interstellar war, every sound of the wormhole engine, and the
call of satellite radio, all seem to sound the rallying call for the ba le.
Players can achieve some of their own func ons by purchasing items
(Weapons, Imperial Sacred Arms, Defence g gears, Time cooling items,
Sceptre of the Councillor, Wormhole Engine, Satellite Radio,etc). These
are essen al materials for the development of the player's territory. For
example, a er buying a Satellite Radio, you can broadcast to the en re
system. Only by buying the Gravity Engine, can you break through the
teleporta on limit. Let players play games immersively, this is the
connota on of the metaverse.

MetaX lord system

Each lord has its own planets under its jurisdic on, and the division of
these ranges is determined by the lord's own strength. The stronger of
the lord, the greater the scope of his rule. The lord can buy territory by
spending the corresponding equivalent token, and put his own ag or
exclusive logo on his territory. You can also write your own slogan for
your territory. It is worth no ng that this token is auc oned, and each
bid must be higher than the previous one.
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MetaX guild system
For a me, the galaxy shook, and the empire was shaken.The forces are
immediately at war, and the greatest me of the human galac c age
begins...

For newbies, from the moment you become a MetaX player, you are
not alone in your ba le. The rst thing you should do when you enter
the game is to nd a guild to join, where you will have a sense of
belonging

The world of MetaX is a game full of possibili es, passion and
achievement.
Players can form alliances with each other to form guilds. Guild
alliances can be formed within their own territories and can be used for
large-scale alliance ba les. The two warring sides or allied forces use
their strength to take part in the ba le between alliances. Throughout
the ba le, the two sides commit their forces to ght each other to the
bi er end.
Each me the ba le is fought, it is broadcast live via the guild discord
channel. This is what makes MetaX such an innova ve game, where
players have more op ons and freedom to play in a world and they
don't feel ed down. In the MetaX world, you have to put in more
e ort and me to become strong, no ma er who you are, and this is
what MetaX promises to its players - absolute fairness in the game.
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The MetaX pla orm is completely decentralised and can be opened and
used by players any me and anywhere, greatly increasing the
frequency of use and enhancing the loyalty of the game itself. For
example, players can obtain corresponding token value through MetaX
trading, purchasing weapons, imperial sacred weapons, defence gear,
me cooling items, councilor scepters, wormhole engines, satellite
radio, upgrading skills and other ac ons. This incen ve is sustainable in
the long term, enhancing the en re game experience through various
core drivers of the game ecosystem.

Circulation of value
Through MetaX, users can exchange, freely trade, convert token and
equipment (Weapons, Imperial Sacred Arms, Defence gears, Time
cooling items, Sceptre of the Councillor, Wormhole Engine, Satellite
Radio,etc) around game-related applica ons to create a full circula on
and liquidity of value.

Game applications
Players can use X1 token to par cipate in interstellar adventures, and
the strong supply and demand rela onship can make every X1 token in
everyone's hands be used reasonably. The free and open gameplay,
incen ve mechanism and professional technical support perfectly
support the value of X1 token.
18
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MetaX ecosystem application

Technology application
MetaX professional technical team provides an open game ecosystem
for players, relying on the Ethereum chain to realise a scalable and
highly compa ble decentralised game system. Players are free to play
their own imagina on according to the overall framework of the game
and enjoy a truly decentralised blockchain game.

MetaX economic models

X1, the MetaX ecosystem digital token, is based on Ethereum smart
contracts and is the only token in the MetaX ecosystem, X1 token can
be used for purchasing weapons, imperial saints, councilor scepters,
wormhole engines, satellite radio. X1 token can be used for other
func onal se lements, transac ons and smart contract execu ons. X1
token has a xed total supply and an e ec ve reward mechanism to
keep the game's economy system stable. On the other hand, it drives
the enthusiasm and cohesion of the en re game community members.
Users can use the token incen ve mechanism on the MetaX pla orm to
enhance players' s ckiness to use the game pla orm, so that players
can experience the superiority brought by their own strength while
playing the game. Other players showcase their achievements and
growing assets.
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MetaX value attributes
Because of the transparent, fair and immutable nature of crypto
tokens, a real and trustworthy bridge is built between players and the
pla orm. MetaX, a fully decentralised blockchain game, is based on the
nature of the game's economic model, which allows players to circulate
assets on any exchange worldwide that supports it. As the popularity of
MetaX game increases and the demand for NFT gear becomes greater,
players' MetaX holdings will also rapidly appreciate in value. Players are
more mo vated to par cipate in the game, and all of this drives the
MetaX game ecosystem to grow at a high rate.
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The MetaX and X1 value stems from two main areas.

1. Governance: Every player in the MetaX ecosystem is a member of
the DAO. Every par cipant in the game has a role to play in the
governance of the MetaX ecosystem and in deciding the future of
MetaX. Because of its free and open gameplay, players can use their
imagina on in any way they like, which is one of the highlights of the
MetaX game ecosystem.

2.Economic model: Through the free and open game systems (lord
system, item system, ba le system, NFT item system...) players
par cipate in more ecological value applica ons of MetaX. For
example, the MetaX ba le system: players can a ack each other to
seize each other's territorial rewards. An a ack can be launched as
long as the a ack power is greater than the defence power. However,
only players on the same planet can be a acked. Players will
automa cally return to their birth planet a er being a acked. This is
the combat system. As the con ict becomes more intense, the
determina on to defeat the opponent becomes stronger. This drives
players to have more tokens to buy NFT equipment and thus consume
more X1 token, which is the most basic expression of the value of X1
token.
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There are many drawbacks to the blockchain games currently on the
market. These include: crude and simple graphics, old-fashioned game
mechanics, lackluster playability, a single method of play, high prices,
high barriers to play, the need for large amounts of money, lack of
playability, and users whose goal is to gain money. MetaX uses the core
technology of the blockchain for the en re game, using its technical
strength and the advantage of a completely decentralised game. MetaX
has invested a lot of resources and e orts in the development of the
game. MetaX has excellent graphics, high freedom and diverse
gameplay. This is a great advantage in the blockchain gaming market.

The main mission of MetaX is to realise a truly decentralised virtual
world of the future through blockchain technology. It creates the
ul mate utopia for gamers through a great economic model, open and
free gameplay, and strong incen ves.

The development of blockchain games is very fast now, and the logic of
its

nancial a ributes has had a bene cial e ect on the early

par cipants. With a good economic model, the game can be played for
a long me. What players get here is not only entertaining, but also
incen ves and rewards.

Relying on these, MetaX and the players are deeply bound together.
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MetaX application value
The signi cance and value of X1
Blockchain development cannot be achieved without the incen ve of
token. This requires an e ec ve and incen ve mechanism to be
developed at the start of the project. Therefore, we can fully exploit the
value and signi cance of tokens for incen ves.

Payment method
X1 is acquired through user par cipa on in equipment and game item
trading, territory expansion, over-the-counter trading and decentralised
exchange trading, etc. This allows X1 to circulate and add value to
assets on the game pla orm.

Proof of stake
X1 token is a digital proof of stake. Holding X1 token can enjoy the
rights and interests on the MetaX game pla orm (for example;
Weapons, Imperial Sacred Arms, Defence gears, Time cooling items,
Sceptre of the Councillor, Wormhole Engine, Satellite Radio, etc.). With
the development of the MetaX game pla orm, the rewards of users has
increased, and the value of the X1 token has also been greatly
appreciated.
While the X1 token serves MetaX game, players can freely and
innova vely develop and operate on the pla orm. Players can also
receive a territory system with special e ects to achieve a win-win
situa on of interstellar ecological value.
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X1 token overview
Total supply of tokens
X1: 1,000,000,000

Introduc on to X1 Token
The digital currency X1 is a na ve crypto digital token issued by the
metaverse interstellar game MetaX. It is generated based on the
Ethereum blockchain, has no central account, and the code are
transparent and open source. It is the only circula ng digital token in
the MetaX ecosystem. The total supply of X1 is 1,000,000,000.

Out of the total supply
Ⅰ. 500,000,000 X1 will be used for gaming pla orm
•200,000,000 X1 for Galaxy Empire;
•200,000,000 X1 for Galaxy Cra ;
•100,000,000 X1 for game maintenance and future development.
Ⅱ . 200,000,000 X1 will be used for liquidity on Dex such as Uniswap.
Ⅲ . 100,000,000 X1 will be allocated to DAO.
Ⅳ. 200,000,000 X1 will be security reserve. Security reserve is mainly
used to compensate users in case any type of a acks or other security
problems.
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X1 distribution details

Galaxy Empire Game
Galaxy Cra Game
Game Maintenance & Development
Liquidity
DAO
Security Reserve

20%

20%

10%
20%
20%
10%
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Road map
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We look forward to having you with us at MetaX, where we aim
for a undless universe...

h t t p s : / / w w w. m e t a x g a m e . n e t
h t t p s : / / t w i t t e r. c o m / M e t a x G a m e s
https://t.me/MetaxGame
https://discord.gg /xkSQWDyuHs
contact@metaxgame.net
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